When OSHA visits a facility, typically the first observation they will make is with regard to general housekeeping of your facility. That means they’re paying attention to hazard communications, signage, and visual warning barriers. If your facility checks all the boxes when it comes to general housekeeping, that tells OSHA that, at least on the surface, you keep your facility relatively in-line with proper safety protocol. Unfortunately, most workplaces don’t check all the boxes.

Are you taking the proper steps to ensure this isn’t the case for your facility?

In addition to general compliance, it’s also important to remain aware of the potential danger caused by inadequate visual barriers or signage within your facility. Nationally, on average, three work zone fatalities occur every day. The single biggest factor is due to inattentions to surroundings, which could be the result of poor traffic safety and the improper use of temporary traffic control devices.

What can you do to mitigate the possibility of injury in your workplace? For starters, make sure you have proper visual barriers around your workplace to alert anyone on the floor—this goes for both indoor and outdoor work zones, as these visual cues create an easily recognizable and immediate warning.

Changing Spill Clean-Up in Your Facility

The Brady SPC® HandySorb Mop System delivers a better way to clean up hard-to-reach spills. Unlike other systems, this clean-up product eliminates kneeling and gets the job done in three simple steps—snap on, absorb, and release.

Also for your clean-up needs, be sure to check out our SpillFix™ Absorbents, which are made of 100% recycled material. Effective on hydrocarbons, water-based fluids, and most aggressive chemicals. Lightweight and easy to deploy.
Did you know that studies have shown that signs that warn of dangers and hazards in the workplace can reduce accident rates as much as 80%?

Be sure to regularly review your workplace for dangers and hazards that can be better identified through proper signage. If you work for a larger company, you may even want to consider an onsite walk-through in conjunction with a sign survey—many companies are surprised to discover that their facility signage, including exit signs and evacuation documentation, is pretty inadequate. Our Safety Services Team can help ensure hazard communication and signage is in compliance in your facility. Contact us today with your questions!

Pass the Message Along With Motorola Radios

Motorola radios provide your work environment with a competitive communications edge, enhancing employee efficiency, safety, and performance. Take communication to the next level in your facility and check out these options today!

Motorola® RM Series Business Two-Way Radios, multiple styles

Meets military standards for high resistance to dust, moisture, shock, and vibration.

Motorola® RM Series Accessories: 6-Unit Charger and Cloner

This station with LED battery status light lets you charge up to six radios simultaneously. The smart-charge feature detects when there are fewer than six radios in the charger and allows for faster charging.

Dualie® 3AA Flashlight

The Streamlight® Dualie® 3AA Flashlight allows you to see what’s ahead of you and around you. It produces a focused spot light and soft flood light to illuminate your work area and help to avoid slips, trips, and falls. Three output modes: Spot, Flood, and both (Spot and Flood simultaneously).

Streamlight® Enduro Pro HAZ-LO® Headlamp

The Streamlight® Enduro® Pro HAZ-LO® is a low-profile headlamp with Class I Div 1 safety ratings. Three lighting modes cover a variety of tasks: spot for a focused beam, flood for soft area illumination that won’t tire your eyes and spot/flood combo for even more light output.

Master Lock® Group Lock Box

The Master Lock® Group Lock Box with Wall Mounting bracket helps facilities manage the placement and movement of group lock boxes to protect people. It can be used wherever it’s needed.

Master Lock® Wall Mounting Bracket

The Master Lock® Wall Mounting Bracket is designed for use with the Group Lock Box. This bracket can be a replacement for the one that comes with the Group Lock Box.

Master Lock® Retractable Cable Lockout

The retractable cable lockout device is ideal for electrical lockouts and features a tough, 9’ flexible nylon core cable with plastic coating. Designed with a built-in Cable Management System, the take-up reel and internal ratcheting mechanism only allow for tension to be increased on the cable even after safety padlocks are applied.

DS300 Series Marking Paint

This fast-drying marking paint uses a patented technology to cut the environmental impact in half. Paint produces vivid marks, does not clog, and is safe for grass. Meets APWA color standards.

DS300 Series Marking Paint

Customized Signs

We offer a variety of Direct Safety® signs that you can customize to reflect your facility’s safety signage needs and goals. Customize your signs through the Conney Customization Tool on Conney.com! Signs are available in materials such as self-stick polyester, self-stick vinyl, plastic, aluminum, and fiberglass. Choose the material that works best for your environment.

Se-Kure-View Indoor/Outdoor Convex Detection Mirrors

Convex Detection Mirrors are designed to prevent intersection accidents in industrial indoor environments, and add increased security and surveillance in outdoor spaces. They are economical, lightweight, and long-lasting.

Interested in an even wider view? Check out DomeView Mirrors.

LEARN MORE AT www.conney.com/customization
A question you may face on a number of work environments—both indoor and outdoor—is, “How well can others see me?” Wearing the proper amount of hi-vis apparel AND choosing the right color can sometimes mean the difference between life and death.

Amount of hi-vis material
An ANSI 107 compliant Class 2 traffic safety vest or shirt has a very specific amount of background material (fluorescent yellow-green, fluorescent orange-red, or fluorescent red). The garment must also have a specific amount (square inches) of retro-reflective striping (think of this as crushed glass glued into stripes). The stripes do not glow in the dark, but will reflect back to a light source, so you can clearly see these stripes jump out at you from a distance. If a customer pays more to get a Class 3 garment, it simply has more background material and reflective striping. For visibility reasons, many safety professionals are starting to outfit their workers in Class 3 garments.

Choosing the right color
As mentioned, there are technically three official colors used for ANSI compliant clothing; however, let’s keep it simple and say you select either lime or orange. Now, envision one of the many work zones you have walked or driven through. Chances are you’ve encountered countless orange cones, signs, and barrels. Suppose a worker needs to stand or work near a number of orange barrels, and he puts on an orange traffic safety vest. In reality, you would not be able to see him nearly as well as if he were wearing a lime vest. So, contrasting colors does make sense. Granted, it’s also common to see many lime cones, signs, and barrels in a work zone, so you have to look at both options. Another concept might be to wear a vest that has both orange and lime (two-tone) on it!

One other thing we want to remind you of is that wearing hi-vis PPE is not exclusive to outdoor environments, such as roadways and construction sites. Many companies have now made it standard practice for hi-vis PPE to be worn at all times in their warehouse and indoor manufacturing environments. We encourage you to take this on as a common routine in your facility.
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KleenGuard™ Maverick™ Safety Glasses

With KleenGuard™ Maverick™ Safety Eyewear’s stylish looks and durable, lightweight construction, you don’t have to sacrifice looking good to be safe. The anti-glare coating eliminates glare and reflections to reduce eye fatigue, and the lenses are hardcoated for scratch resistance and longer life. Meets the ANSI Z87.1+ standards.

Helium™ Metal Detectable Safety Glasses: 80% VLT SuperCoat Anti-Fog Polycarbonate Lens

ELVEX® Helium lightweight, adjustable length safety glasses feature exclusive blue 80% VLT indoor tint. This blue tint provides some level of visual detectability in foods while still providing high VLT for use indoors in adequate lighting. Meets ANSI Z87 and CE EN-166 Class 1 optics.

8511 N95 Respirator with Exhalation Valve

This disposable N95 particulate respirator features the proprietary 3M™ Cool Flow™ Valve and helps provide comfortable, reliable worker respiratory protection. Popular for hot/dusty work settings that require long periods of wear. Additional features include adjustable M-noseclip, advanced electret media, two-strap single-point design, and lightweight construction.

Kohesion Safety Glasses

Kohesion Safety Glasses feature a wraparound lens that brings together an unobstructed field of vision and superior side protection. Non-slip rubber temple tips and an integrated nosepiece produce a custom fit.

Dakota Safety Glasses and Readers

This versatile safety eyewear offers the flexibility to fit any face shape. One-piece wraparound polycarbonate lens provides full brow protection and a wide, unobstructed field of vision. Dakota Readers are available as well.

TO LEARN MORE

VISIT www.conney.com/facilityessentials
Did you know that although some of the gloves in mechanics, impact, and anti-vibration categories appear to be very similar, there are some distinct features and requirements that set them apart for specific applications?

**Impact gloves** can be designed to address impacts to both the back and the palm side of the hand. Some impact gloves are made with knuckle guards and impact pads to protect the back of the hand. These gloves will often have some type of padding on the palm as well.

Impact gloves can also just have gel or foam padded palms and may be full-fingered or fingerless. The fingerless style allows for greater dexterity while the full-finger style provides greater protection for the hand and fingers. Applications include oil drilling, automotive, and heavy manufacturing environments.

In 2019, the voluntary standard ANSI/ISEA 138 was published. While not an OSHA-type requirement, this standard allows glove manufacturers to standardize what they are offering and end-users to begin comparing products on the level they are rated.

ANSI/ISEA 138 is designed to establish minimum performance, classification, and labeling requirements for hand protection products designed to protect the knuckles and fingers from impact forces while performing occupational tasks.

**Anti-vibration gloves** will normally have a special gel or foam padding in the palm and should be full-fingered in order to provide proper protection from repetitive impacts and vibrations that can lead to HAVS (Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome). Applications include use of powered, pneumatic, and hydraulic hand tools (including jack hammers and hammer drills for concrete).

Finally, **mechanics gloves** offer a variety of options that sometimes include features similar to the above categories. General mechanics gloves made from leather/synthetic leather offer basic protection and good grip, but other styles may also include features such as a padded palm or knuckle guards that we saw in the previous categories. Applications include automotive and utility work.
coney.com/facilityessentials | 800.356.9100

TILLMAN® 24C Top Grain Kidskin TIG Gloves

Premium top grain kidskin leather enhances feel and durability. Gloves are unlined for maximum heat and dexterity. Gloves are Kevlar® stitched for added strength. 4” gauntlet cuff offers added protection to the wrist.

TILLMAN® 50 Top Grain Cowhide MIG Gloves

Isolate your hands during welding operations. Gloves are constructed of a top grain cowhide palm with cowhide split reinforcements. A fleece lining provides added insulation in hot or cold conditions. Added features include a cowhide split back with elastic for best fit and a seamless thumb for comfort.

TILLMAN® 42 Top Grain Pigskin MIG Gloves

Pigskin gloves are ideal for wet and oily conditions. The palm is unlined for dexterity, while the back is foam cotton lined for added heat protection. Gloves are Kevlar® stitched for added strength. 4” gauntlet cuff offers added protection to the wrist.

Outlaw™ Driver Gloves

Corda Outlaw™ Premium Grain Cowhide Driver gloves offer protection from rough objects, sparks, and heat, and cushioning from blisters in heavy-duty work environments. Gloves are unlined, with a lined elastic back and keynoten thumb for additional wear and comfort.

Black Label™ ANSI A4 Cut Resistant Gloves

The black Cordova BLACK LABEL™ GLOVE is constructed of 15 gauge, HPPE yarn, interwoven with steel fibers for added strength and durability. The resulting high-performance shells are cut and abrasion resistant with excellent tactile sensitivity. ANSI level A4 cut resistance.

TenActiv™18-Gauge Composite Filament Fiber Foam Nitrile Palm Cut-Resistant Gloves

TenActiv™ Hi-gauge cut-resistant gloves are knitted with high-strength composite yarns that are cut-free and stronger than steel on an equal weight basis. The polyester coated palms provide a secure grip and added protection against heat, kinking, and puncture resistance. These gloves are Multi-purpose gloves designed for welders. These gloves are made with the Kevlar® and TenActiv™ 13-gauge cut-resistant gloves utilize micropore technology by infusing the nitrile coating with millions of tiny pores. These pores displace oils and liquids when pressed against smooth surfaces, and create a surface that further increases grip. The coated palms also boast puncture and abrasion resistance. ANSI A5 cut resistant.

WeldTech TX® Glove

WeldTech TX™ is here for welders who are multi-tools along with the traditional welding equipment. For added fire and heat resistance, these gloves are made from reliable cowhide material. To allow the use of power and impact tools, the Hexagonal Memory Gel® padding is on the palms to absorb vibrations.

Dagger TR Cut-Resistant Polyurethane Gloves

Get great cut protection and outstanding abrasion and tear resistance during metal handling, glass handling, automotive work, parts assembly, and more, with the Direct Safety™ Dagger TR PU Cut-Resistant Gloves. ANSI level A2 cut resistance.

Dagger NF Cut-Resistant Foam Nitrile Gloves

Direct Safety™ Dagger NF Cut-Resistant Gloves are constructed with extra-thick 15-gauge HPPE and glass fibers for maximum strength combined with minimum weight. ANSI level A4 cut resistance.

Dagger PU Cut-Resistant Polyurethane Gloves

The Direct Safety® Dagger PU Cut-Resistant Gloves are constructed with HPPE fibers, and are polyurethane coated to produce hand protection with cut resistance and gripping power. ANSI level A4 cut resistance.
Tyvek® 400 Coveralls provide protection from non-hazardous light liquid splashes, aerosols, and dry particles. Use this clothing for food processing, spray painting/finishing operations, lead and asbestos abatement, mold remediation, and other applications. With DuPont™ Tyvek® 400 Coveralls, there’s no shortage of selection—some coveralls feature hoods, boots, elastic wrists, and more. Shop the multiple style options we have available.

Tyvek® 400 Lab Coat

This lab coat is made of quality Tyvek®. The coat features a snap front, stand-up collar, and a snap-down front with 1 hip and 1 chest pocket. Ideal for use around particulates and water-based chemicals.

ProShield® NexGen™ Polyolefin Apron: 28"W X 36"L
DuPont ProShield® NexGen® Aprons are made of Polyolefin, a lighter weight composite of breathable film and non-woven fabric. Polyolefin provides protection against non-hazardous dry particles and some hazardous liquids and aerosols.

DuPont™ Tyvek® Apron: 28"W X 36"L
DuPont Tyvek® Aprons protect clothing from dust and dirt in industrial settings.

KleenGuard™A30 Coveralls: Zipper Front, Elastic Back, Wrists, Ankles, Hood & Boots

KleenGuard™ A30 Breathable Splash and Particle Protective Coveralls feature breathable fabric and reflex design, offering excellent fit (without elastic back) and freedom of movement. The material is strong and abrasion resistant, and filters out many water-based liquids and dry particles.

90 Series ProChaps™: 33", 36", & 39" Chaps

These lightweight, flexible, and strong chaps are constructed of 420 denier nylon fabric. The ProChap™ protective pads combine a unique fiber composition with special weaving to create one of the most effective chainsaw protective pads on the market. Chaps meet ANSI standards.

Did you know that OSHA requires PPE assessments? Under the General Industry standards (1910.132-138), OSHA requires employers to conduct and document hazard assessments for each job (some refer to this as a JSA or Job Safety Analysis). It is both a regulation and a very basic safety principle; you have to know what the hazards are if you are going to protect employees from them.

A hazard assessment is done by breaking a job into each task and then determining the hazard present as each task is performed. Example: opening a box with a box cutter. Do you have to position the box a certain way (based on the size or style)? Is the box heavy? Do you have to lift it from one level to another? When you are cutting it open, is your hand without the knife exposed to a cut hazard or is there a possibility that you will cut your hand or your arm? Is there a possibility that something could get into your eyes?

Since you have identified a cut hazard, is there a way to eliminate the hazard by how you open the box? If not, what PPE would protect the hand or the body parts? These are all things to consider when developing a hazard assessment.

It is much more complicated when your assessment reveals a respiratory hazard. You have to know how much contaminant is in the air to determine what level of protection is needed, but you still have to evaluate how to protect.

Once you have determined your hazards accurately, you can evaluate the level of protection needed for specific tasks. You can decide the cut level of the glove, bump cap or hard hat, steel toed shoes with or without metatarsal protection, safety glasses, goggles, or face shield, etc. It all starts with an accurate hazard assessment and knowing what the hazards are. Our Safety Services Team is here to assist with and implement such assessments. Contact us today for more information!
What does your first aid program look like? Is it up to ANSI standards?

Are first aid resources being properly utilized? We’re here to help solve all your first aid needs. Conneyn has partnered with First Aid Only® to bring you innovative SmartCompliance® solutions, which redefine and streamline business first aid.

With SmartCompliance®, you get a first aid solution designed to benefit both you and your workers through ease-of-use and breadth of selection. With a proprietary design to specifically meet workplace first aid needs, SmartCompliance® provides you with complete control over what to order and when—not by employee quota. SmartCompliance® is easy to monitor and maintain with its patented SmartTab® indicator that tells you when and what to reorder.

SmartCompliance® Advantages
- Compliance: Simplifies compliance with OSHA regulations and ANSI standards
- Consistency: Know what your first aid requirements will be
- Reliability: Adjustable for a wide variety of industries
- Innovation: Changing the way businesses manage first aid
- Long Dated: U.S. manufacturing ensures the freshest components
- Organization: Easily accessible, simple to maintain system
- Savings: Reduce costs over national van services by 30-60%
- Timeliness: Just-in-time manufacturing

DirectSaftey. First Aid Antiseptic Spray: 4 Oz. Bottle
First Aid Sprays are the convenient choice for treating minor wounds. Sprays provide more controlled spraying over the wound and reduce waste. First Aid Antiseptic Spray helps prevent infection in minor cuts, scrapes, and burns.

DirectSaftey. Biohazard Spill Kit: Disposable
Protect personnel who are attending to injured or ill employees, and provide a safe method to clean up and dispose of bodily fluids. Biohazard spill kits will handle up to a 2 gallon spill.

DirectSaftey. 32 Oz. Double Emergency Eye Wash Station
These highly visible stations mount easily near specific hazards in the workplace. The sterile, buffered solution is able to neutralize varying quantities of acids and caustics. Provides immediate bathing until worker can reach a flushing station.

Avoid Heat Exhaustion With Sqwincher®
Extreme temperatures are common in many manufacturing facilities and work zones. Under these sorts of conditions, it’s vital to prevent the possibility of heat exhaustion by replenishing the fluid that your body is losing through sweating. Not only water, but critical electrolytes such as sodium, potassium, and calcium are lost through sweating. Our selection of Sqwincher® drinks can help you stay hydrated and maintain the necessary level of electrolytes.

Dalton First Aid Kit
This ANSI compliant first aid kit holds all NANS required items and is designed for use in small offices, vehicles, and work sites. A variety of colors can be permanently affixed inside the kit for easy reordering. The case features a gasket and an easy to carry handle, yet is also wall mountable for quick access in an emergency. Contents fit snugly to prevent shifting, and single-use packaging ensures that products do not become contaminated. Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements.

CHECK OUT Our Extensive Selection of SmartCompliance First Aid Options at www.conneyn.com/facilityessentials

Crusader First Aid Kit
Your first line of defense in promoting the safety of your business is the Crusader First Aid Kit. Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements.

Decatur First Aid Kit
Get all the essential items you need to treat basic first aid problems at an economical price. Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements.

Contractor First Aid Kit
Keep all your valuable first aid products together in this 25-person Contractor First Aid Kit. Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements.

Decatur First Aid Kit
Your first line of defense in promoting the safety of your business is the Crusader First Aid Kit. Contents exceed the 2015 ANSI Class A requirements.
Sun Brims: multiple styles

The Snap Brim sachet has the only one of its kind. Certain models are tested to ASTM F1930 Standards: All 33 cal/cm² no ignition. SNAP BRIM is light weight causing no long-term wearer fatigue and very easy to use. The durable brim can be attached and detached in seconds and stays firmly attached in windy environments and will not drop in the wind.

SALE POLICIES*

Shipping Charges
All orders are shipped FOB Madison, WI, unless otherwise specified. Products considered hazardous for shipping by the U.S. DOT require special packaging; additional shipping charges may apply. For expedited shipping, please contact our Customer Service Department at 800-356-9100 for details.

Sales Tax Required
For ARIZONA, COLORADO, ILLINOIS, IOWA, MAINE and UTAH customers: Add sales tax on the total merchandise only. For ALABAMA, ARKANSAS, CALIFORNIA, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, HAWAII, INDIANA, KANSAS, KENTUCKY, LOUISIANA, MARYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS, MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, MISSISSIPPI, MONTANA, NEVADA, NEW YORK, NORTH CAROLINA, OHIO, OKLAHOMA, PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, TEXAS, VERMONT, VIRGINIA, WASHINGTON and WISCONSIN customers: Add sales tax on the total merchandise, including shipping and handling charges.

*Privacy Policy

By placing your order with Conney Safety, you agree to the Policies set forth above, as well as those on Conney Safety’s website and WESCO’s website. Conney’s policies and terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Please review the Terms and Conditions of Use contained on our website at www.conney.com for the most recent terms applicable to your order. Terms and Conditions are subject to all applicable rules, regulations, approvals, and certifications in effect from time to time.
Conney Safety is one of the largest distributors of products and equipment designed to help keep people safe in the workplace. Conney is relatively unique in that safety is all we sell. This combination of size and specialization brings you powerful advantages, including:

- A complete selection of safety products
- On-site safety consultation services and trainings
- Outstanding customer service
- Fast, dependable delivery
- Expert technical support from Certified Safety Professionals (CSPs)
- Repair and rental services available
- State-of-the-art eCommerce solutions

When you work with Conney, you not only get the highest quality safety products, you get a partner that delivers solutions to all your safety needs. Let Conney’s experts assist you in making the right choices for your safety concerns!

www.conney.com  |  1.800.356.9100